Changes in segment inertia proportions between 4 and 20 years.
Growth between 4 and 20 yr produces an increase in body mass and a redistribution of that mass throughout the body. It is the purpose of this investigation to describe changes in the segment mass, radius to the mass centre and radius of gyration for a sample of males, 4-20 yr and the potential effects of these changes on joint reaction forces and moments. The data were collected annually over 9 yr in a mixed longitudinal study completed in 1985. Elliptical zones 2 cm wide were used to model the 16 segments of the body. From these and reported segment densities, mass, the coordinates of the mass centre and the principal moments of inertia were determined for the segments and the body. The parameters reported are the inertia parameters suitable for a sagittal planar analysis with the head and neck considered one segment and values given for other fused segments. The accuracy of the method was judged against the total body mass, and other accuracy estimates from the literature were examined. The parameters are presented as proportions of total mass or segment length. It is clear from the polynomial regressions that there is a substantial redistribution of the mass between segments and this is consistent with the principles of cephalo-caudal and distal-to-proximal development. The proportions for radius and radius of gyration indicate that mass redistribution within segments is comparatively small. The parameters for a 6 yr-old were compared to the parameters expected at 18, 24 and 54 yr and substantial differences noted.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)